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FOREWORD
Air Defe ns e Command (ADC) requ ested the Arctic Aeromedical
Laboratory (AAL) to conduct a t est of the cold land survival capability of the CWU-12/P anti- exposure coverall. Thi s ADC Test
Directive 64- 2 was dated 15 April 1964. An ADC message (ADOTT,
15471, dated 14 April 1964) requested the participation of AAL in
Phase III of the Test Directive, as had been previously agreed in a
telephone conversation between the Commander, AAL (Lt. Col.
F. M. G . Holmstrom) and ADMSS-EO (Capt. D. Disbrow ).
The anti- exposure coveralls were not received at AAL until
This precluded the actual field survival exe rci se as set
forth in Phase III of the Test Dir ective. Accordingly, a modified
test program was undertaken in this laboratory ' s temperatureregulated cold chambe r. The results of this test program were
communicated to ADC (ADOOP-WT) by letter report on 28 May
1964. This information then appeared in the ADC Final Report
64- 22, which was published 4 September 196 4.
30 April.

This present report presents the data obtained during the cold
chamber .tests, in addition to results obtained previously in
studies of the actual immersion of a number of human subjects in
cold water .
Special acknowl edgement is extended to the following individuals
w ho acted as subject survivors and test monitors for this project:
M aj . Paul A. Alb e rt, Capt. J. F. Le e , MSgt W.W. Millard,
MS gt J. R. Schumann, TSgt J . F. Williams, A/ 1 C W. R. Ludwig
and A/2C T. J. Sawyer. Gratitude is also e xpres s ed to those
Ar c tic A e rome dical p e rsonnel on thermal str e ss orders who
p articipat e d in the immersions in extr emel y cold water· MS gt
Olin E. Burke tt, 4 7 56th T e st Sqdn . , ADC, Tyndall AFB, Florida,
assisted in the cold room t e sts.
T h e s e t e sts w e r e carri e d out unde r

P roj ec t 8238, Task 823801.

This T e chnical R eport has been reviewed and i s approved.

~ ·+ .~--~~
HORACE F. DRUR
Dir ector of Research
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ABSTRACT

This report presents the results of physiological testing
of some anti-exposure suits, either currently in the Air Force
inventory or being considered for the inventory, as part of a
"Life Saving System." The tests were carried out both in an
0
Alaskan river with water temperatures of o , 2°, 7° and 12° C
•
0
0
0
0
.
and air temperatures of -18 1 1 , 12 and 15 C, and 1n a
temperature-controlled box at an air temperature of -30° C with
a water temperature of o° C. The suits tested were the RI -A,
the CWU-3/P and the CWU-12/P. After being instrumented so
as to obtain skin and rectal temperatures, between six a·nd eight
subjects wore each of the clothing assemblies under simulat~d
water survival conditions. The subjects jumped into cold water,
then
boarded and remained in an MB-4 one-man
life raft for
.
0
2 hours or until rectal temperature fell to 35 C. The nearly
linear falls of rectal temperature with time were extrapolated
to 31° C, a reasonable cut-off temperature, and this time was
termed 11 estimated survival time. 11 By this method it was d.etermined that the rectal temperatures of subjects dressed in the
CWU-12/P in 12° C water and 15° C air would reach 31° C in
15 hours. The severely hypothermic subject would then be
revivable in a tank of warm water at 41° to 42° C. On the basis
of these experiments, it is recommended that the Air Force
substitute an insulated raft for the MB-4' s currently in the inventory. Insulation in the floor and canopy of the raft will markedly
increase survival time. The results of the testing program in the
cold box at -30° C showed that vapor-impermeable anti-exposure
suits are unsuitable for cold land survival. The suits must be
removed and a down-filled arctic survival garment donned under.
these conditions.

iii
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INTRODUCTION
The Arctic Aeromedical Laboratory (AAL) was requested by Air Defense
Command (ADC) to determine the cold land survival capabilities of airmen
wearing the CWU-12/P "wet-concept" anti-exposure coveralls. Since, as
has been mentioned in the Foreword, these coveralls were not received at
this laboratory until 30 April 1964, it was impossible to carry out an actual
field exercise. The testing of human subjects wearing these coveralls was
carried out in a cold chamber, however, and these data can be interpreted
so as to obtain fairly realistic survival times for field conditions.
This paper contains more than the test data requested by ADC. We will
discuss the various anti-exposure coveralls in the inventory as part of the
"Life Saving System" presently available to Air Force airmen for their survival in cold water and will attempt to point out specific areas where it
appears that improvements could be made in this "system. "
The necessity of improving the "Life Saving System" to increase the
chances of survival for downed aviators at sea is apparent from the information presented in a recent paper by Bell and Chunn (1 ). They have compiled
statistics concerning the fatal accidents associated with otherwise safe
ejections. Although "impact with the ground" was the major cause of death,
"drowned/missing" and "presumed drowned" comprised the second leading
cause of ejection fatalities. Fighter aircraft were the type most frequently
involved. From January 1958 to December 1961, there were 241 accidents
involving 540 aviators. Some 394 of these airmen were required to survive,
and 32 of these of these eventually died. It is of considerable interest that
only 29 pilots were exposed for longer than 24 hours. Although it is apparent,
from the accident reports behind these statistics, that a realistic program of
sea survival training is a requirement, certain equipment improvements are
also necessary to prolong the lives of those fortunate airmen who survive
the parachute landing after ejection over a cold ocean.
An anti-exposure suit is only one of several pieces of protective equipment which serve a life saving function for an airman who has ejected over
water. The LPU-2 underarm life preserver and the lvffi-4 one-man life
raft are the pneumatic flotation devices in this "Life Saving System." One
is probably safe in assuming that if a pilot is uninjured during ejection, and
if he can jettison the parachute canopy shortly after he enters the water, he
will then board his raft. A pilot who has had realistic water survival training should be able to acco1nplish this in at least 1 to 5 minutes after entering
the water. Once in the life raft, the pilot must then sit and await rescue.
Rescue may arrive quickly, but if the pilot ejected far at sea, near hostile
territory, etc., it may require many hours.

1

The four main hazards to life after parachute landing in cold or even
temperate water are as follows:
1. Sudden death without drowning in very cold water due to
"inun.er sion shock. "

2.

Whole body cooling.

3.

Seasickness

4.

Drowning.·

Assuming that an airman manages to stay afloat or is sitting in his oneman raft, whole body cooling is undoubtedly the main hazard facing him.
In addition to keeping the downed pilot afloat, the anti- exposure suit and
associated equipment must be designed to protect him against the rapid and
insidious loss of body heat which occurs in cold water. Survival time, then,
is related to the cooling curve of internal body temperature. Many deaths
attributed to exposure are probably due to whole body hypothermia. Body
cooling either caused death directly or was a contributing factor.
Normal body temperature measured rectally has a modal (or most frequently occurring) value of 36. 8 ± 0. 1° C (98. 2° F), with a range of 36. 2° C
to 37. 6 C. Functional impairment is seen in men whose rectal temperatures have fallen to 31° C (88° F). This impairment is expres~ed in general weakness, a lack of muscular coordination and a clouding of consciousness. Death due to cardiac arrest will occur at rectal temperatures of
24° to 26° C (75° to 78.6° F).

°

A human totally immersed in cold water or lying in soaking wet clothing
in a raft is unable to compensate by physiological means for the gr eat
demand placed upon his heat-producing mechanism. There are two major
physiological events which occur after exposure to cold water. The first
response (physical regulation) is complete constriction of the peripheral
vasculature. This means that blood flow is diverted from skin capillaries
close to the surface to other channels deeper within the body. This results
in a decreased skin temperature and a decreased heat loss, since heat loss
from a warm body to a colder environment is a function of the temperature
gradient between that body and the environment. This is insulative cooling.
As cooling continues, the second response (chemical regulation) occurs.
Shivering starts and rapidly becomes uncontrollable. Shivering increases
heat production through the action of the muscles.
A concomitant of shivering, however, is an increased peripherial blood
flow and a consequent increased heat loss. Internal body temperature
declines inexorably under these conditions, the rapidity of the decline
depending upon the temperature and cooling power of the environment. It is

2

generally estimated that the heat loss of a human immersed in water is three
to five times that in air of the same temperature. Experimental evidence has
shown that when either fat or thin men were unable to stabilize their temperatures while sitting still in cold water, physical exertion always accelerated
their falls in internal temperature (2). This was true for naked subjects and
subjects dressed in water-permeable garments, and has obvious practical
implications.
Figure 1 presents an illustration of the relation between survival time in
hours and water temperature in degrees F. This figure is based on data
obtained in studies of naked humans immersed in water at various temperatures. Some of the subjects were political prisoners at Dachau, and some
were volunteers in the U. S. and Royal Navies. Later workers in this field
consider that the Dachau prisoners were undernourished, and that this fact
considerably shortened their survival times. It is important to note that the
naked Royal Navy volunteers studied by Cannon and Keatinge (2) were
incapable of helping themselves after only 20 minutes in 40° C water.
Figure 1 demonstrates the necessity of wearing an insulated and waterimpermeable garment if body temperature is to be maintained in cold water.
The most effective method for maintaining a pilot's body temperature under
these conditions is to prevent heat loss by providing external insulation
around the body.
Sudden death in cold water without drowning is usually attributed to vagal
arrest of the heart following inhalation of cold water into the nasopharynx.
One research study has suggested that ventricular fibrillation of the heart
could be an occasional cause of sudden death (3). When the heart is cooled
sufficiently, the ventricles take up their own independent action and produce
an uncoordinated or vermicular contraction. Heart beat becomes extremely
irregular in time and force, and the patient with fibrillating ventricles will
die unless he is already in a hospital where immediate action can be taken to
establish a normal heart beat.
In Figure 2 is presented a chart showing the generalized effects on man of
lowering internal body temperature. From an examination of this chart, it is
apparent that an acceptable internal body temperature can be found to obtain
a realistic cut-off point that will determine the limits of human survival in
cold water. For a pilot floating in the LPU-2 underarm life vest, 33° C
(91. 4° F) should be the cut-off point. Below this temperature, the pilot will
probably slump forward with his face in the water and drown. For a pilot
floating in an MB-4 one-man life raft, 31° C (87. 8° F) is a reasonable cutoff point.
If one accepts 33

0

0

0

0

C (91. 4 F) and 31 C (87. 8 F) as tolerance limits, one
0
must also be aware of the fact that further cooling of 1° to 2° C (1. s to
2. 6 ° F) will occur very quickly after the survivor is removed from the water
3
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FIGURE 1
Graph showing relationship betw~en survival time in
hours and water temperature in degrees F. Subjects
were either nude (as in the Dachau experiments and
the Royal Navy experiments) or were lightly clad (as
in the U.S. Navy data).
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FIGURE 2
Chart showing general effects on man
of lowering internal body temperature.
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or life raft. This phenomenon is shown in Figure 3 and is probably caused by
the release of vasoconstrictor tone in the peripheral circulation when the survivor is placed in a warm environment, allowing the return of cooled blood
from the legs and arms to the heart. Since this further drop in internal temperature may be sufficient in itself to cause death, treatment of a hypothermic
survivor· by rewarming him in a tank of warm water is necessary (4).

FIGURE 3

RECTAL TEMPERATURE OF ONE SUBJECT SHOWN AS FUNCTIONS
OF TIME IN LIFE RAFT, {Water 1.9°C, Air -18°C), AND DURING
REWARMING IN A TANK OF WATER , ( 41°C) .
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It is important to understand the physiological reasons for selecting these
tolerance limits. In earlier tests designed to determine tolerance limits for
survivors wearing AF clothing, "total body heat debts" were used as tolerance
criteria (5). In this case, these criteria are unrealistic and are based on the
levei of voluntary acceptance of discomfort by a survivor. Unfortunately, in
situations involving survival in very cold water, the questions ·of life or death
far outweigh any mere considerations of comfort, and realistic physiological
criteria must be used.
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II
TEST METHODS

Dry

I
I

.

L~d

Six human subjects, certiffed by a flight surgeon as free from disorders
which would affect their performance as test subjects for thermal stress
studies, were selected from among the laboratory personnel. After being
instrumented to obtain rectal and selected skin temperatures, they were
dressed in one of six clothing assemblies and exposed to -30° C (-23. 6° F)
air at rest in a cold chamber. All subjects wore each assembly at one time.
Skin temperatures were obtained by thermistors installed in a suit of long
cotton underwear. Rectal temperatures were obtained by a catheter-type
thermistor inserted 10 cm into the rectum and taped in place. Temperatures
were measured on a telethermometer manufactured by the Yellow Springs .
Instrument Company.· Experiments lasted for 2 hou5s but were terminated
when either hand or foot temperatures approached 2 C.
The following clothing assemblies were ·examined:

1.

Alaskan Air Comflland Winter Flying Assembly
a. Thermistor underwear
b. Insulated underwear
c. CWU-1/P coveralls
d. MA-1 jacket and hood
e. I pair cushion sole socks
f. 2 pair heavy wool socks
g. 1 pair felt booties
h. 2 pair felt innersoles
i. AF Nl-B mukluk
j. Pile cap
k. I pair MA-1 gloves with wool inserts

I

2.

CWU-12/P anti-exposure coveralls
with Dehner Alert Boots

3.

CWU-12/P anti-exposure coveralls
with white VB boots

4.

CWU-12/P anti-exposure coveralls with
AF Nl-B mukluk

5.

CWU-3/P anti-exposure coveralls

In assemblies 2, 3 and 4, only the footgear varied. Each subject wore
thermistor underwear, insulated underwear, a pile cap, recommended socks
7

[
for each foot assembly, and the MA-1 gloves and wool inserts. Gloves and
inserts were replaced as needed with the survival mittens carried in the
pockets of the CWU-12/P coveralls.

6.

Down-filled arctic survival clothing
a. Thermistor underwear
b. Waffle-weave underwear
c. 2 pair ski socks
d. Wool pile socks
e. Down- filled mukluks
f. Down- filled mittens

Water
All subjects attended a 1-day training course held at the Eielson AFB
swimming pool. This course, taught by a qualified sea survival instructor,
familiarized the subjects with AF flotation equipment and techniques of boarding a one-man life raft. The actual tests were carried out both in the Chena
River and in a temperature-controlled water-filled tank in a cold room.
Six to eight subjects participated in each series of tests· After dressing
and donning the LPU-2 underarm life preserver, the subjects jumped from a
dock into the river. After 2 of 5 minutes in the water, they then boarded the
one-man life raft. The MB-4 raft was attached to their life preservers by a
short length of parachute shroud line. (This proc~dure simul~ted that which
would occur if an aviator landed at sea.) The subJects then bailed and sponged
the water in the life raft and remained in the raft for 2 hours. Body temperatures were measured throughout the entire period.
·
t s were t e rmi·nated when the rectal temperature
fell to 350 C
E xper1men
o
0
(95o F). Subjects were rapidly rewarmed in water at 41 to 42 C (107. 60 F).
A summary of the testing schedule is presented in Table 1.
The following clothing assemblies were tested:
1.

CWU- 12 / P anti- expo sure coveralls
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
2.

Thermistor underwear
Insulated underwear
MA-1 gloves
Cushion sole socks
AP combat boots

CWU- 3 IP anti- expo sure coveralls
(underclothing same as above)

8

TABLE I
TEST SCHEDULE SUMMARY

Clothing Assembly

Test Conditions

Number of
Subjects

Water
Temp.

Air
Temp.

Water
Rl-A (dry)
Rl-A (dry)
CWU-12/P (wet)
CWU-3/P (dry)

Tank
Chena River
Chena River
Chena River

6
8
6
6

Cold
Cold
Cold
Cold
Cold

6
6
6
6
6

c
o c

1. 9°
0

12° c
7° c

c
o c

-18°
0

10 to 20°c
11° c

Land
CWU-12/P Alert Boots
CWU-12/P VB Boots
CWU-12/P NIB Mukluk
AAC NIB Mukluk
Down-filled Clothing

Room
Room
Room
Room
Room

-30°
-30°
-30°
-30°
-30°

c

c

c
c
c

Ill

TEST RESULTS
Dry Land
The experiments in the cold chamber were terminated when any hand or
foot temperature fell to 2° C. All of the six subjects in the down-filled survival clothing and all of the six subjects in the Alaskan Air Command (AAG)
assembly lasted for 2 hours. Only four of six subjects wearing the CWU-12/P
and mukluks and the CWU-12/P and VB boots lasted for the full 2 hours. Only
two of the six subjects wearing the CWU-12/P and the Alert Boots lasted for
2 hours. The reasons for early termination were not the great total body heat
losses but the very cold hands and/or feet. This information is presented in
Table II.
In an attempt to "order" the temperature data in a meaningful arrangement,
mean skin and mean body temperatures were calculated as the sum of 0. 7
times the rectal temperatures and 0. 4 times the mean skin temperatures. Heat
lost from body storage (heat debt) was then calculated as the serial product of
the change in mean body temperature times the specific heat of the tissues
(O. 83) times the body weight in kg (6). The change in heat content was then
expressed as a percentage decrease. These data are presented in graphic
~orm in Figure 4.
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TABLE II
COLD ROOM TEST .RESULTS
Subject.

~.

Time in
Minutes

Toe
0
Temp.( C)

Remarks

Order of
Preference

Down-filled Clothing
1
2
3
4
5

6

120
120
120
120
120
120

= 20. 0°

6 subjects for
120 min.

1

5.0
10.3
6.3
7.1
7.8
10.2

6 subjects for
120 min.

2

6.0
8.8
6.8
1o.1
(Finger cold)
(Finger cold)

4 subjects for
120 min.

3

5.1
(Finger cold)
7.9
7.9
10.0
(Finger cold)

4 subjects for
120 min.

4

2 subjects for
120 min.

5

Mean

AAC Assembly
1
2
3
4
5
6

120
120
120
120
120
120

CWU-12/P and VB Boot
1
2
3
4
5

6

120
120
120
120
112
75

CWU-12/P and Mukluk
1

2
3
4
5

6

120
75
120
120
120
72

CWU -12 /P and Alert Boot
1
2
3
4
5
6

75
120
75
114
120
60

2.0
4.8
2.0
2.0
6.3
5.0
10
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FIGURE 4
Graph showing· rectal temperatures and mean skin
temperatures of six subjects dressed in various
clothing assemblies at -30° C.
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Water
The mean rectal temperatures measured during the cold water tests are
presented in the graph in Figure 5 as simple functions of time of exposure.
Standard errors of the means have been calculated for the data obtained at
the cold.est water and air temperatures. A few calculations of standard
errors for the warmer air and water temperatures showed the standard
errors to be small.
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FIGURE 5
Rectal temperatures of subjects clad in USAF enti-exposure suits
(Rl-A, CWU-3/P and CWU-12/P) shown as functions of time in a oneman life raft.
The CWU-12/P is a "wet" suit. Some water entered the suit around the
neck closure and around the sleeves; most of the water entered around the
ankle closures. Within several minutes this suit was completely full of water,
which made boarding the life raft difficult. One thin subject in a suit sized to
fit his height carried over 2 quarts of water inside the suit into the raft. Once
the subject sat in the raft, it was impossible to dump the water out of the suit.
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IV
DISCUSSION
Water
It can be seen from Figure 5 that the starting rectal temperatures for
the subjects wearing the clothing assemblies at the warmer temperatures
are about 1° C higher than those for the subjects wearing the Rl-A garment
at the coldest air temperatures. These elevated rectal temperatures were
caused by the effect of the heavy insulation of the garments on the thermal
states of the subjects. The subjects who wore the Rl-A garment at the
coldest temperatures immediately entered the cold room after donning the
clothing assemblies. The subjects wearing the other assemblies were
dressed in the laboratory and then .transported by car to the Chena River
test site. About thirty minutes elapsed before the subjects jumped into the
river. Since the garments are waterproof, they are also impermeable to
vapor transfer, and the subject's evaporative heat loss was decreased with
a corresponding rise in internal body temperature. Presumably, a similar
situation occurs to a pilot sitting in an unventilated suit in an aircraft
cockpit.
Survival times, presented in Table III, were calculated for each clothing
assembly. These were determined by assuming that the rectal temperatures
shown in Figure 5 would continue to fall linearly with time. In effect, the
temperature curves were extrapolated until they reached the cut-off temperao
ture of 31 C. Thus, a ~ilot clad in the CWU-12/P coverall who landed in
ocean water of 12° C (54 F) and then boarded a one-man life raft, with the
air temperature near 15° C (59° F), would attain an internal body temperao
0
.
ture of 31 C (87. 8 F) 1n 15 hours.
TABLE III
ESTIMATED SURVIVAL TIMES
Suit
Rl-A
Rl-A
CWU-12/P
CWU- 3/P

*

Water
Temp.

c
o c
12° c
70 c

1. 9°
0

Estimate~

*

Air
Temp.

Time

-18° c
1° C
15° c
12° c

5
18
15
10

hrs
hrs
hrs
hrs

times (in hours) required for subjects' rectal temgeratures to
reach 31 C. Rapid rewarming of hypothermic subject in 42 C water
required for resuscitation.
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After his rescue in 15 hours, the pilot would be severely hypothermic but
revivable. The treatment of accidental immersion hypothermia has been
discussed at some length by Holmstrom (4).
Dry Land
The results obtained during the tests of the CWU-12/P in the cold
chamber showed that an anti-exposure garment designed for water would
fare poorly in a dry land situation. Moisture accumulated in the underclothing, especially on the back, and then turned to ice. Insensible perspiration,
forming continually at the skin surface, cannot escape from the coverall.
The steep temperature gradient, and vapor pressure gradient, from the
warm skin surface to the colder inner surface of the anti-exposure coverall
induces movement of water vapor toward the outer layer of clothing. This
vapor then condenses on the inner surface of the coverall and wets the underclothing. Although there is 2 clo insulation built into this coverall, at low
temperatures (-30° C), the temperature of the inner surface of the coverall
is sufficiently below freezing to cause this moisture to freeze. At low
temperatures this coverall will not provide adequate insulation for long-term
survival, say more than 6 hours, and the coverall should be removed in
these circumstances. The removal of the coverall would require the survivor to don the down-filled arctic survival clothing carried in survival kits.
In any event, adequate provisions must be made to provide the survivors with
warmer mittens and boots than are worn by fighter pilots.

v
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is apparently difficult to provide a pilot with an unventilated multi-use
garment that will serve as an anti- exposure suit for cold water, provide
adequate insulation for cold land survival and be completely comfortable
after many hours in the cockpit. A water-impermeable garment is never
comfortable for very long because of tight restrictions at the neck and wrists
and because of the retention of both sensible and insensible perspiration in
the underclothing. Sweat is prevented from evaporating by the same vapor
barrier which is intended to keep sea water out. If a pilot sits in a watertight suit for a very long time, it has been reported that his flying performance deteriorates.
The CWU-12/P anti-exposure suit was designed for greater pilot acceptability. This was accomplished only by decreasing survival time, for water
enters the suit - in contrast to other suits which are dry - and the pilot is
wet on entering the raft. The fact that water enters into this suit undoubtedly
precludes its use for flying over very cold water.
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There are sever al approaches to improving the "Life Saving System" to
extend a pilot's survival time in cold water. The most obvious approach1
and one that is by no m~ans original, is to increase the insulation provided
by the life raft. The floor of the raft and the canopy covering the survivor
could be insulated without affecting the raft's seaworthiness or its uninflated
bulk. Possibly small pneumatic cells in the floor would provide this insulation. The one-man raft developed by NASA for th.e use of the Mercury
Astronauts has a double floor. This raft was evaluated with regard to its
thermal insulation, and was found slightly better than the USAF MB-4 (7).
The new one-man raft developed by the U. S. Navy has an insulated floor
and canopy1 and will be considered for physiological testing in cold water by
the Arctic Aeromedical Laboratory. Future test programs will use human
subjects and will consider the life raft, life preserver and anti-exposure suit
as a unified 11 system. 11
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APPENDIX

PHOTOGRAPH 1

Subje c t dress e d in the CWU-3/P anti-exposure coverall.
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PHOTOGRAPH 2
Subject dressed in the CWU-12/P anti - exposure coverall.
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PHOTOGRAPH 3
Photograph showing subject dr essed in the thermistor
underwear. Monitor is holding insul ated underwear
and C WU-12 /P anti-exposure coverall.
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PHOTOGRAPH 4
Subject dressed in CWU-12/P coverall and NlB
mukluk sitting in the cold room at - 30° C ·
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PHOTOGRAPH 5
Subject dressed in CWU-12/P coverall and LPU-2
underarm life preserver jumping into the cold
waters of the Chena River.
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PHOTOGRAPH 6
Subject dressed in CWU-12/P coverall sitting in the
MB-4 one-man life raft during the cold water tests .
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PHOTOGRAPH 7
S u bj ect dressed in RI-A anti-exposure garment
pr e paring t o board the MB-4 on e -man life raft.
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